
Connect, create, and collaborate



When Flexibility Meets Innovation 
The hybrid work model has been in place at many organizations for some time, with varying levels  
of success. One thing is clear - to keep your team as engaged and productive as possible - old-school 
tactics and tools need to change.   

With the Google Meet Series One by Avocor solutions, you can easily overcome the challenges  
surrounding the modern workplace. Hands down the best solutions available to enable efficient  
and collaborative meetings in any environment, any setting.

Effortless and Immersive Hardware for Any Space 

How You Work 
The link between engagement and 
performance is well known, and the need for 
superior meeting technology that provides 
the same video collaboration experience and 
interactivity - no matter where you’re at - is key 
to successful outcomes. 

Where You Work 
Whether at your home office, a huddle space, or 
in a large meeting room, your tech of choice has to 
perform and be easy to use. Good news - Avocor 
has partnered with Google to develop two hardware 
platforms designed to deliver the immersive 
experience you need to be the most effective. 

And the winner Is…



Google Meet Series One Desk 27 by Avocor 
This 27” all-in-one premium touchscreen Google Meet device does it all, right on your desktop.  
Specifically designed for executive and home offices as well as 1-2 person rooms, phone booths  
and hot desks, Desk 27 is a desktop monitor and a laptop docking station with Jamboard app  
capabilities built right in for ease of use and true collaboration.  

Jamboard app  
integration

Single-touch  
Google Meet start 

Built-in 12MP wide-angle 
auto-focus camera and True 
Voice® noise cancellation 
audio functionality 

Presence  
detection sensors 

USB-C connectivity to charge 
your device while providing 
instant access to your content   

All-glass surface delivering a 
smooth annotation experience   

Google Admin Console for  
remote management and analytics  

Works intuitively 
with any video app 
including Microsoft 
Teams, Zoom, and 
RingCentral

The Details 



Google Meet Series One Board 65 by Avocor 
This 65” all-in-one Google Meet device couples a collaboration board for video meetings along with 
built-in Jamboard app capabilities for enhanced brainstorming sessions. Perfect in small to large-sized 
offices, Board 65 delivers an outstanding digital collaboration experience that enables everyone in the 
meeting room to be seen and heard with crystal-clear clarity.   
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Adwise Case Study
See how Adwise, a thriving digital marketing 
agency gets creative with the Google Meet 
Series One Desk 27 by Avocor.

Read case study here
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